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Griddle performance is greatly enhanced with chrome and starts with a precision formed,
highly polished steel plate.  Magikitchn uses T1 Armor Plate Grade steel;  the most dense and 
hardest steel griddle plate in commercial food service. A chrome surface is then applied through a 
multi-step process. The thermal conductivity of the plate assures controlled, even heat distribution 
throughout the cooking area.

A CHROMED SURFACE MEANS:
HIGH PERFORMANCE AT LOWER TEMPERATURE SETTINGS
The chromed surface transfers heat more efficiently where you want it - to the food. Heat is maintained in the griddle plate. 
You can cook at lower temperatures, faster with less shrinkage, and control caramelization of food better than conventional 
griddles. 

NO FLAVOR TRANSFER
The smooth chrome surface keeps flavors and food particles from being trapped as they are in steel plate griddles. The surface 
virtually eliminates flavor migration. 

EASIER CLEANUP THAN CONVENTIONAL STEEL PLATE GRIDDLES
To clean the chrome surface simply scrape the griddle with the scraper, wash with cold water and a palmetto brush and polish with 
a damp cloth and cleanser. It’s quick and easy and takes approximately 40% less time to clean then conventional steel plates.  
Result is tremendous labor savings and higher employee morale.

LOWER AIR CONDITIONING EXPENSES
The heat transmission from the griddle surface into the air around the griddle is less than 10% of a conventional “steel plate 
griddle”. That means a lot less heat into the kitchen and happier employees. 

LOWER ENERGY COSTS
In an independent research study commissioned by a major utility, it was found that chromed griddles reduced energy use by 30%. 
That converts to savings of about $400.00 per year on the operation of a 3’ griddle in average use. 
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Features Magikitch’n Anets Keating Notes

PLATE STEEL TYPE
T1 Armor Plate 

Steel
T1 Armor Plate 

Steel
Polished Steel

The most dense and hardest steel 
griddle plate in commercial foodservice

PLATE THICKNESS 1” 3/4” Std., 1” Opt. 3/4”
Thicker plates are more durable and re-
tain more heat which helps production

CHROME TOP Hard Chrome over highly polished hard steel

EMBEDDED 
THERMOSTATS

Yes No
Embedded thermostats improve recov-
ery as they sense changes in tempera-

ture faster

FRONT TROUGH WIDTH 3-1/2” 3-1/2” 2” Full spatula width of 3-1/2” is ideal

GREASE BOX Extra Large Standard
The larger grease box is ideal for high 

volume applications

FLUE FIRE PROTECTION Yes No

BURNER TYPE Dual in-line Single U Single H
Dual in-line burners are more expensive 

to manufacture but provide a better 
flame pattern

THERMOSTAT QUANTITY Every 12” Every 12”
2 up to 48”, 3 

60” & 72”
Magikitch’n and Anets have the same or 

more thermostats per griddle

SAFETY PILOT SYSTEM Yes

FLUSH MOUNT TO 
REFRIGERATED BASE

Yes No

SOLID STATE 
THERMOSTAT

Optional No
Solid state thermostats are more accu-

rate which improve performance

MATCHLESS AUTOMATIC 
IGNITION SYSTEM

Optional No

PIEZO IGNITION Standard Yes




